
MERILÄ LAB
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG

PhD POSITION – (SEPTEMBER 2023)

Genomic consequences of naturally colonising and human-
mediated avian (bird) invasions

Position: A PhD position is available in avian genomics in the research group of Prof. 
Juha Merilä. We welcome both local and international students to apply. The position is 
for 4 years and the desired starting date is Sept. 2023, though earlier can be negotiated. 
This position is partially funded by the PI, but nonself-funded applicants will be required 
to obtain further HKPS/HKPF student funding to compensate for the deficit – in this regard 
the applicant will be required to shape an application from the existing project proposal with 
the PI and postdoc involved at the soonest convenience for submission.

Project: The aim is to compare genomic signatures of two types of avian invasions using next 
generation sequencing (NGS) data and population genomic approaches (i.e. human-mediated 
introductions and natural range-expanding colonisations). These invasions will be studied to 
understand what organismic features allow invasive species to become established in new ranges 
and solve several paradoxes in invasion biology. These comparative results between multiple species 
will be of major interest to many and carry high-impact potential. The uniqueness of this project is the 
ability to compare genomic signatures, across multiple invading bird species, using the latest genomic 
data and analyses, with well-established invasion timeframes to support. There will also be the ability to 
network with a variety of supporting organisations, broadening your network. Some sampling is already 
underway for genetic material (blood, tissue and feather), thus you will have samples upon initiation of the 
contract to extract DNA from, although further exciting fieldwork will likely be required.

Responsibilities:
• Networking and coordinating fieldwork
• Collecting genetic material (blood, tissue and/or 

feather) 
• Cataloguing new samples
• DNA extractions, Qubiting/Nanodropping, etc.
• Population-genetic analyses of the genomic data
• Writing and publishing research articles and reports
• Presenting at conferences

Requirements:
Essential
• A BSc, MSc or relevant tertiary degree with GPA ≥ 3.6 from a top-

ranking university to warrant acceptance as a PhD student at HKU
• Proof of good oral and written communication skills (preference for 

those with publications)
• A keen interest in birds and/or population-genetics
• Some background or experience with bioinformatics and/or cluster 

computing (preference for working with genetic data)
• Willingness to conduct biological fieldwork

Desirable
• Coding and scripting experience in genomic analyses/pipelines
• Experience with avian fieldwork (e.g. mist netting, ringing/banding, 

bleeding, etc.)
• Experience extracting and processing DNA
• The ability to work independently and as part of a team 

TO APPLY please forward a motivational letter and your CV to merila@hku.hk for consideration!
Applications will be considered monthly until a suitable candidate is selected. For more information on the position, project or 
working group please feel free to email Prof. Juha Merilä (merila@hku.hk) or Dr Arthur Sands (sands@hku.hk).
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